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IN THE COUR| OF THE SPECIAL JUDGE::: BONGAIGAON

Special (NDPS) Case No. 13(BGN)/2016.
U/S 20(b)(iiXc) NDPS Act

(Arising out of GRPS Case No. Bl 201,6)

State of Assam

Vs.

Sri Sanjit Paswan @ Puski.... Accused

PRESENT : Sri Binod Kr Cheti,
Special Judge,
Bongaigaon.

ADVOCATES APPEARED :

For the State : Sri R. Barman, Public Prosecutor

For the accused person : Sri H.Das,Legal Aid Counsel

Date of Argument : 10.05.2019,24.5.2019.

Date of Judgment : 2l-.06.2019.

t.

JUDGMENT AND ORDER

Prosecution case in a nutshell is that as per FIR

dated 4.3.201,6 of the complainant, Sri Aftar Hussain is that on 3.3.20L6

he alongwith staff were on escort duty in train no. DN 15960, Kamrup

Express and after crossing Patiladoha they fo-und the accused Sanjit

Paswan @ Puski with a plastic gunny bag moving in suspicior: manner in

coach no. NFWGSCN 97220 and on checking found 1-2 packages packed
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with black plastic suspected to be ganja and on interrogation the accused
confessed that he carried the ganja from Barpeta road and he was
brought down in New Bongaigaon railway station. The weight of the 12

packets of ganja was 11.70 Kg, (11700 grams).

2. On receipt of the ejahar (Ext 1), the In charge New
Bongaigaon, GRps entered the same vide General Diary entry no. 43
dated 03.03.2016 and forwarded the ejahar to the oc Bongaigaon GRps
for registering the case and himself took up the case for investigation.
Accordingly, Bongaigaon GRps case no. 8/2016 u/s 20o) of the NDps
Act was registered. During investigation he visited the place of
occurrence, prepared the sketch map of the place of occurrence, arrested
the accused person with ganja, sent the sample to FSL for examination
and having sufficient materiars against the accused submitted charge

sheet against the accused sanjit paswar @ puski u/s 20(b) NDps Act.

3. The accused since his arrest on 04.03.2016 is in
judicial custody. He is defended by legal aid counsel Mr Hareswar Das

by the District Legal Services Authority.

4. Considering the police report alongwith documents
furnished under section i.73 cr.p.c and hearing both sides, having found
a prima facie case charge u/s 20(b)(ii)(c) NDps Act was framed against
the accused sri sanjit paswan 

@ puski. The accused person abjured his
guilt and pleaded to srand for trial.
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(i) Whether the accused Sanjit paswan @ puski on

03.03.2016 was found in possession of 1L.70 Kg

gonjo carrying in Coach no. NFWG SCN g7220 of
Dn Kamrup Express in contravention of NDpS Act

and thereby committed an offence punishabte U/S

20(b)(i)(c) ofIrDpS Act ?

During triai, to bring home the charge against the

accused person, prosecution side examined as many as g witnesses . In
the statement recorded u/s 313 cr.p.c, the accused person denied all the
allegations levelled against him and pleaded innocence. Defence adduced

no evidence.

7. The learned Public prosecutor Mr Barman,

submitted that the evidence on record established the guilt of the accused

and no hypothesis of his innocence is possible.

B. Against the above submissions, Mr H. Das

the materials on record dolearned defence counsel has argued that

lead to prove guilt of the accused person.

9.

the

not

PW l-, (Aftar Hussain), the then head constable,

W
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RPF, in his evidence deposed thar on 3.3.2016 he alongwith other staff

were on escort duty in train no. DN 15960, Kamrup Express from

Kamakhya to New Bongaigaon and at 11.00 A.M before reaching
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Patiladoha they found the accused with a plastic gunny bag in coach no.

NFWGSCN 97220, SL. Coach No.6 and on suspect he was enquired and

he revealed his name as Puski @ Sanjit Paswan and told that he would

take the bag to Howrah to sell the same to one 'Das babu'. He told that

the bag contains some packets. On suspicion that the contents to be

ganja they caught hold of him with the bags and handed over to New

,Bongaigaon 
GRP Station. He lodged the ejahar (Ext 1).

During cross he stated that he saw some black

,'plastic packets in the gunny bag but did not open those packets. He

denied the suggestion that he fited the ejahar on false fact and that the

accused did not carry any illegal substance.

PW 2 (Mamud Hussain), the then head constable,10.
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RPF deposed that on 3.3.2016 he alongwith other staff were on escort

duty in tain no. DN 15960, Kamrup Express from Kamakhya to New

Bongaigaon and after crossing Barpeta and before reaching Patiladoha

they found the accused with some black plastic packets in a gunny bag

moving in suspicious manner in coach no.97220 and on suspicion they

caught hold of the accused and handed over him to New Bongaigaon

GRP Station alongwith the gunny bag. On enquiry the accused told his

name as Sanjit Paswan and told that he will hand over the bag at

Howrah, Kolkata. He identified the accused in the Court.

During cross he stated that on suspicion the accused

with his bag were handed over but he did not see the substance in the

bag. He denied the fact that the accused did not state, that he will

deliver the bag at Howrah, Kolkata.
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PW 3 (Uttam Saha), deposed that he has fruit shop
in New Bongaigaon Railway station at platform form no.L and about
one year ago RpF personnel took his baiance and weight viz 500 gm,
200 gm, L00 gm, 50 gm and seized the same vide seizure list (Ext 2)
and returned the same but he did not know for what reason the balance
and weight were taken.

During cross he stated that he did not know what has

PW 4 (Namita Das), deposed that on 3.3.20L6 she
alongwith other staff were on escort duty in train no. DN 15960, Kamrup

, Express from Kamakhya to New Bongaigaon and after crossing
Patiladoha railway station they found the accused with a plastic gunny
bag moving in suspicious manner in coach no. NFWGSCN 97220 and on
suspicion they caught hold of the accused and on intemogation the
accused said that he brought the said ganja from Barpeta and wourd hand
over the ganja to one 'Das babu' at Kolkata and then they handed over
him to New Bongaigaon GRp Station.

During cross she denied the suggestion that she was
not on duty on the relevant day. She stated that she did not see the bag
before the court which was seized on that day from the accused. she
denied that they did not seize any suspected ganja on that day. she stated
that the seized ganja was measured in his presence. She stated that their
Incharge enquired the passengers of the train.

11,.

written in Ext 2.

12.

13.
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PW 5 (Ranjit Singh), deposed rhat on 3.3.2016 he
alongwith other staff were on escort duty in train no. DN 1sg60, Kamrup
Express from Kamakhya to New Bongaigaon and after crossing
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Patiladoha railway starion they found the accused with 12 black packets
in a bag moving in suspicion manner in coach no. g7220 and on
interrogation the accused said that he carried the said ganja to deriver
one 'dada' at Kolkata and then they handed over the accused to New
Bongaigaon GRP Station and the said ganja was seized and measured in
his presence.

During cross he stated that the accused told that he
carried the ganja to deliver to one 'das babu, at Koikata and there was 12
packets weighing 700 grams per packet. He denied the suggestion that

. he was not present at the time of weighing of the packets.
,,,{:
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PW 6 (Gajendra Nath Deka), Joint Director, FSL
deposed that on receiving a parcel in a closed polythene packet
containing 25 gram dry plant materials and on examination found the
sample gave positive tests for cannabis (ganja). Ext 3 is his report and
Ext 4 is the forwarding report.

During cross he stated that he received only 25 gram
of ganja from GRpS authority for examination.

14.

15.

(
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PW 7 (Maya Chetri), deposed that on 3.3.2016 she
alongwith other staff were on escort duty in train no. DN 15960, Kamrup
Express from Kamakhya to New Bongaigaon and after crossing
Patiladoha railway station they found a boy in suspicious manner with
a plastic gunny bag sitting in coach no. NFWGSCN 97220 and on
checking the bag found 12 packets and suspecting that the packets to be
of ganja and on interrogation the boy admitted the same to be ganja and
he carried the same to give the same to one 'das babu, at Howrah. They
caught hold of him and handed over to New Bongaigaon GRp station
and after weighing I1..ZO Kg of suspeced ganja found.
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During cross she denied the suggestion that 12

packets of ganja found from the accused was false. she was present at
the time of seizure of ganja and taking of sample. she denied the
suggestion that she was not on duty in the train on that day. She denied

the suggestion that the ganja was not seized from the accused and she

deposed falsely.

PW B (Hitesh Kumar Meena) deposed that on
3.3.201"6 he alongwith other staff were on escort duty in train no. DN
15960, Kamrup Express from Kamakhya to New Bongaigaon and after
crossing Patiladoha railway station they found the accused sitting with a

bag containing L2 packets of suspected ganja inside the bag in coach no.

''NFWGSCN 97220 and on interrogation the accused said that he camied
the said ganja to deliver one 'das babu' at Kolkata and then they handed

over him ro New Bongaigaon GRp station and after weighing 11.700 Kg
of ganja was found.

During cross he denied the suggestion that 12
packets of ganja found from the accused was false. He stated that he did
not open the packets and has not seen what is inside the packets. He
denied the suggestion that there was no ganja in the packets.

16.

17.
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PW I (Munin Dutta), the Investigating Officer
deposed that on 03.03.2016 at about 11,.40 A.M received FIR (Ext 1)
from Havildar Aftar Hussain informing that while they were on escort
duty in train no. 15960 from Kamakhya after crossing patiladaha railway
station they saw one suspected person moving with plastic bag in coach
no. NFWGSCN 97220 wrapped in 12 packets in brack plastic. He
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registered the same as Bongaigaon GRps case no. 8/2016 u/s 20(b)

NDPS Act. He informed the matter to superintendent of police and DSp,

GRPS and on being entrusted to investigate the case, visited the place

where the accused was detained, prepared sketch map (Ext s), recorded

the statement of the shop keeper, seized the weighing scale of the shop

keeper (Ext 2), seized the packets (Ext 6), sent the sample to FSL and

collected the report (Ext 3) that sample gave positive test for cannabis

(ganja) and on completion of investigation submitted charge sheet (Ext

7) against the accused Sanjit paswan u/s 20(b) of NDps Act. He

produced the accused to record confessional statement but the accused

declined to confess before the learned chief Judicial Magistrate,

Bongaigaon. He also deposed that out of 12 packets, packet no.L and 2

contained 900 grams each, packet no.3 and 12 weigh 850 grams each,

packet no.4,7,9 and lL weigh 1 Kg 100 grams each, packet no.S and 6

weigh 1200 grams each, packet no.B weigh 650 grams and packet no. l_0

weigh 750 grams. The total weigh of t2 packets was LL Kg 700 grams.

During cross he stated that the accused stated before

him that he was taking the ganja to sell ro one Das Babu at Howrah. He

stated that he did not seize the command of the informant and other RpF

staff with respect to their detailment of duty on that train on that day. He

denied that he has no authority to investigate the case and he has not

properly investigated the case and without material submitted the charge

sheet against the accused. He stated that he did not open all the j.2

packets. He has not seized the gunny bag in which those 12 packets

were there.
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Out of 9 witnesses examined by the prosecution, the
informant is PW 1 (Aftar Hussain) who was on escort duty on that day
alongwith other collegue staff in train no. 1sg60 Down Kamrup Express

on way to Howrah and in the train in coach no.6 of sleeper class came
across the accused carrying one gunny bag and on suspicion he was
enquired about his name and as to where he was taking the bag, the
accused revealed his name and told that he carrying the bag to Howrah to
sell it to one 'Das babu'. on suspicion of the bag containing ganja, the

accused was detained at New Bongaigaon Railway station. The accused

with the bug containing the packets were handed over to New
Bongaigaon GRPS. He lodged the FIR (Ext 1). Inside the bag there
were packets wrapped black plastic.

18.

19. PW 2, PW 4 to PW 7 and pW B were on escort duty
in that train on that day alongwith pw L and all of them deposed of
finding the accused moving in suspicion condition with a bag, which on
being searched found co,taining L2 packets. They all corroborated pw 1

of accused revealing his name as sanjit paswan and that he was carrying
the bag to Howrah. pw 2, pw 4 and pw 7 identified the accused before
the court. These pws deposed of handing over the accused to New
Bongaigaon GRPS. The evidence of pw 4, pw s, pw 7 and pw B is that
on being enquired the accused admitted the packets containing ganja and
that he was taking it to deliver to one 'Das babu, at Kolkata. pW 7 and

Pw B deposed of th bag containing L2 packets and the same on being
weighed was found to be 1L.70 Kg in total. pw z further deposed that
the packets were weighed at the New Bongaigaon Railway station and
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the total weighed of the packets was 1-1.70 Kg. pw 4 further deposed

that the accused on being enquired about the name of ,Das 
babu,

informed that he does not know. The train halted at platform no.l_ at
New Bongaigaon and the head constable Aftar Hussain (pw 1) handed

over the accused alongwith the ganja to GRps and lodged the FIR. The
ganja on being weighed was found to 11.70 Kg.

PW 3 is the fruit vendor in platform no.1 of New
Bongaigaon Railway station and his weighing scale alongwith the
weights of 500 grams, 200 grams, 100 grams and 50 grams were seized

by the Railway police vide Ext 2. This weighing scale and weights were
r used for the purpose of weighing the ganja packets at New Bongaigaon
'' Railway station and the totar was found to be r-1.70 Kg. samples were

drawn from among the 12 packets and three samples packets of 2s grams' 
each was prepared and sealed in presence of witnesses. The witnesses on
the seal sample packets were Kaplana Talukdar, Maya chetri (pw7) and
the accused.

27. PW I on receipt of the FIR from pW 1 informed the

matter to the sp and the DSp GRps and on being authorized to
investigate the matter went to the platform no.L of New Bongaigaon
Railway station where the accused was detained alongwith the bag
containing L2 packets. He seized the weighing scale alongwith the
weights from shop keeper (pw 3) and weighed the 1.2 packets. The
packets were of different weigh, as already mentioned above, and the
total was 11 Kg 700 grams. He drew rhree samples of 25 grams each
from one of the packet and sent the same for forensic examination. He

20.
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deposed that during interrogation the accused revealed before him that he

was involved in the transportation of ganja by train for last two years.

The accused confessed his guilt and accordingly pw g made a prayer

before the court for recording his confessional statement u/s 164 cr.p.C,

but the accused declined to make the confession. He stated in his cross

examination that the accused told him that he was carrying ganja to sell

one 'Das babu' at Howrah. After receipt of the FSL report (Ext 3) he

submitted charge sheet (Ext 7) against the accused.

22. The sample on being sent for forensic examination

gave positive test for cannabis. Pw 6, the then Joint Director in the

Directorate office of FSL, Assam received the parcel from the Director in

connection with GRPS case no. 0B/20i.6 he received the sealed envelope

marked as 's-l-' having a closed polythene packet containing 25 grams

dry plant materials. He marked the sample as DN-7112016. After

examination the sample gave positive test for cannabis (ganja). Ext 3 is

his report.

23. From the above discussion it is seen that the accused

was found with one bag containing 12 packets of suspected ganja from

sleeper coach no. 6 of train no. 15960 Down bound for Howrah. He was

caught after crossing Patiladaha Railway Station on suspicion and he was

brought down at New Bongaigaon Railway station, where the packets

were weighed and he was handed over alongwith ganja to New

Bongaigaon GRPS. The packets were weighed by the weighing scale of

Pw 3 (fruit vendor) and three sample packets of 25 grams was prepared,

sealed and signed. Pw L who was the In-charge of escort party in the
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train lodged the FIR and PW 9 conducted the investigation and submitted

the charge sheet against the accused. The forensic examination report

gave positive test for cannabis (ganja).

24. Defence raised the following points :

(i) the other passengers of the coach of that train

not enquired/ absence of independent witness.

(ii)the gunny bag containing the packets not seized.

(iii)the command of the informant and other RPF

staff not seized.

(iv) no investigation about any such 'Das babu' of

Howrah.

(v) no weight to weigh 25 grams of sample from

among the seized weights.

(vi) samples were not drawn from all the 12 packets.

The Investigating Officer by the time reached the

place at the Railway Station where the accused was held up, the train

already left. His evidence is that he asked the people in the platform to be

the witness but they refused to do so. Simply because there was no

independent witness to the search and seizure or drawn up samples, the

prosecution case don't fall. In each and every case the evidence of Police

personnel is not to be doubted and looked with suspicion. They are also

competent witnesses in the given facts and circumstances of the case.

26. The Hon'ble Supre Court in Ram Swaroop vs State

(Gofi of NCT) of Delhi reported in (2013) 4 SCC 235 *AIR 2013 SC

2068 held that there is absolute no rule that the police officers are not to

be cited as witnesses since a common man is often reluctant to act as
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necessarily witnesses. The police's deposition are not required to be

treated suspiciously either.

27. Hon'ble Supreme Court in Tahir vs State (Delhi) :

(1996) 3 SCC held that when the evidence of police officials after careful

scrutiny inspires confidence and is found to be trustworthy and reliable it

can form basis of conviction and the absence of some independent

witness of the locality to lend corroboration to their evidence does not in

any way effect the credit worthiness of the prosecution case.

28. There were l-2 packets in a bag and those packets

were seized vide Ext 6. The gunny bag in which these packets were

carried by the accused was not seized. Whether the non-seizure of that

gunny bag makes the seizure of 12 packets not believable or not

reliable ? The Investigating Officer ought to have seized that plastic

gunny bag but not done so, that by itself do not make the seizure

doubtful or vitiate the trial. The seizure witness Kaplana Nath Talukdar,

(lady constable) was not examined by the prosecution, but the fact that

the seizure witness was Kalpana Nath Talukdar has been mentioned by

PW 4 in her evidence that their In-charge Kalpana Nath Talukdar has

signed as a witness. The seizure list also contains the signature of

accused Sanjit Paswan.

29. PW L, PW 2, PW 4, PW 5, PW 7 and PW B were on

escort duty in the train no. 15960 on 03.03.2016. They were from the

RPF and were train escoft company during that relevant time. The train

was coming from Guwal-rati and going towards Howrah. Their evidence
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is that they were on the train doing escort duty and after crossing

Patiladaha they found the accused with gunny bag in suspicion condition

and found 12 packets from inside that gunny bag. There is no reason to
disbeiieve their evidence that they were on duty on train on that day and

non-production of the train command by the Investigating officer don't

make their evidence unbelievable.

30. The accused has named one person as 'Das babu' of
Howrah, whom he was going to deliver the ganja. He could not reveal

more than 'Das babu' and this has come in the evidence of pw 4. without
proper particulars a person from another place can not be identified

simply by his name as'Das babu'. The accused also did not have the full
particulars of that person. otherwise also non enquiry or not finding
'Das babu' don't absolve the accused from the offence of carrying the

contraband.

31. Ext 2 speaks about the seizure of weighing scale and

four weights measuring 500 grams, 200 grams, 100 grams and 50 grams.

The sample drawn were of 25 grams each. How that 25 grams was

weighed is not there in the evidence of pws, as, pointed out by the

defence. The samples were weighing 25 grams each, as pw 6 deposed

that he received the sample of 2s grams. Further more, 50 grams of
ganja can be separated into two parts of 25 grams in the weighing scale.

32. There were 12 packets wrapped in black plastic and

from them one packet was randomry chosen, opened and samples were

drawn from it. The samples on being examined gave positive test for
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cannabis. Non drawing of sample from each and every packets do not
make the seizure doubtful.

33. During investigation the accused admitted and
confessed his guilt of carrying the parcel of ganja on way to Howrah and
accordingly the Investigating officer made the prayer before the couft
for recording the confessional statement of the accused on 5.3.2016,
when the accused was in judicial custody. The accused was arrested with
the contraband on 3.3.2016 from the train and after arrest produce before
the court on 4.3.2016 and was remanded to judicial custody. on the
prayer of the Investigating officer the record was put up on 5.3.2016 and
order was passed for production of the accused on 8.3.2016 to record his
confessional statement. But on his production before the court on
8.3.2016, the accused on being enquired deciined to make any
confession.

34. The prayer of the Investigating Officer that the
accused confessed his guilt for which the Investigating officer made the
prayer before the court for recording the confessional statement of the
accused finds support from the evidence of other pws i.e pw r., pw 2,
Pw 4, Pw 5, pw 7 and pw B who deposed that the accused admitted
during enquiry of packets containing ganja and carrying it to Howrah to
hand over to one 'Das babu'.

35' From the above discussion and finding arrived at it
is held that the prosecution has established that the accused was found in
the possession of 12 packets of ganja weighing rr7oKg in total and that

Contd....
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he was transporting it to Howrah on 03.03.2016 by train no. 1sg60 DN.
The accused as such is found contravening the provision of NDps Act.

36' The accused was charged with offence u/s 200xii)
(c) of the NDps Act. charge framed u/s 20(b)(ii)(c) of NDps Act is in
case of commerciar quantity of the seized contraband. In this case the
contraband is ganja. The centrar Government vide notification no. so-
1055 (E) dated 19.01.2001 specified the smalr quantity and commercial
quantity for the purpose of section 2(viia) and 2(xxiiia) of NDps Act. As
per the notification ganja is at serial no. 55 and the smalr quantity is 1 Kg

),,,, 
tnd commercial quantity is 20 Kg. In this case the accused was foundI \r poss.ssing and transportin g 11.70Kg of ganja which falls in between the
small and commercial quantity. Being so, the offence of accused comes
under section 2,(bxiixB), which provides for punishment for
possession/transportation, etc of cannabis involving quantity less than
commercial quantity, but greater than small quantity and the punishment
provides is with Rigorous imprisonment for a terms which may extend to
10 (ten) years and with fine which may extend to Rs. 

',00,000.00.

37 ' Though the accused is charged with secrion 2,(bxii)
(c), the accused is not mis led by the charge if the charge is artered to
section 20(bxiixB). The punishment u/s 2o(bxiixB) is lesser rhan u/s
2,(b)(ii)(c) and as such in terms of section 222 (2) cr.p.C the accused
can be convicted for minor offence though not charged with it.

38. Summing up the above discussion and finding
arrived at, it is held that the prosecution has been able to establish the
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charge u/s 20(b)(ii)(B) of the NDpS
beyond reasonable doubt and as such
said offence.

Act, lgBS against the accused

the accused is convicted for the

39' The nature of offence do not endtle the accused forthe beneficiar of the provision of the probation of offenders Act orSection 3g of the NDpS Act.

40' Heard the accused on the question of senrence. Hisrepry is recorded in separate sheet and kept with the case record. Theexpranation so forwarded by the accused do not make him entitle formercy though he may not be subjected to the maximum sentence asprovided by the Act.

41"' considering the mafters in its enurety and theaccused having been convicted for the offence u/s 2,(bxiixB), rheaccused is hereby sentenced to undergo Rigorous imprisonment for aperiod of 3 lz (three and harf) year and fine of Rs.5000.00 (Rupees fivethousand) in default another period of imprisonment for one month.

42' The period already undergone in detention be set offagainst the period of sentence in terms of section 428 cr.p.c.
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43' Given under my hand and the seal of this court on the 21,,day of
June, 2019.

and corrected by me,

Contd....
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APPENDIX
Prosecution witness:
PW 1-Aftar Hussain.
PW2-MamudHussain.
PW3-UttamSaha.
PW 4 -Namita Das.
PW 5 -Ranjit Singh.
PW 6 - Gajendra Nath Deka.
PW7-MayaChetri.
PW B - Hitesh Kumar Meena.
PW 9- Munin Dutta, I.O.

Court witness
Nil.

Ext-1 Ejahar.
Ext-2 Seizure list.
Ext-3 FSL report.
Ext-4 Forwarding letter.
Ext -5 Sketch map of the place of occurrence.
Ext -6 Seized packets.
ExtT- Charge sheet.

Material Exhibit:
Nit
Defence Exhibit:
Nil


